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type commonly used for a variety of pneumatic
applications, the retention force, which is generally referred

to as the clip force, should be adjustable at installation.
Typically, the clip force is established by deforming the end

of the clip body in the direction transverse to the clip
longitudinal axis. For most chip clips, this can be

accomplished by providing a notch or depression at the clip
end. The clip force is thereby increased due to the

alteration of the wire contact area. The clip force is typically
set by crimping, and will remain substantially constant over

time. However, even though the clip force remains
substantially constant over time, the clip will exhibit a

change of the clip position or location which is referred to in
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the art as the inclination angle. This can occur because of
expansion and contraction of a package due to changes in
temperature, or by the deformation of the chip clip due to

tightening or untightening of a fixture. The clip location
should be at a position to enable the chip clip to readily

engage the air inlet in the socket with a minimum of
movement relative to the air inlet so that the air inlet can
grip the chip clip and maintain the clip in place. For many

types of electrical components, it is desirable to mount the
component package to a mounting surface, such as a circuit

board or chassis, by a clip. The clip typically provides for
the mounting of the package to the mounting surface by
engaging the package body to a contact surface of the

mounting surface. For applications where it is difficult to
make the clip apertures aligned to the contact surface, it is
common practice to pre-cut the clip apertures. However,
the amount of pre-cut clip is limited by the amount of the

notch or depression which will provide a clip force which will
adequately retain the package in place. If pre-cut clip is to

be employed, it is also desirable to set the clip force by
crimping. However, the crimping process can sometimes

damage the package
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